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In 2016, NIST predicted that quantum computing would "break"
mainstream public key computer and network cryptography by 2021.

That is, quantum computing will be able to reveal the secret
encryption codes that protect online transactions and passwords as
well as the infrastructure that runs the internet. Some experts have
predicted the break will come earlier or might even be here now but
kept secret by large well funded and highly secretive government

organizations. While quantum computing won't break everything, the
list of security and cryptographic technologies it will break - HTTPS,

TLS, WiFi protection, VPNs, cryptocurrencies, PKI, digital
certificates, smartcards, and most two-factor authentication - is

important enough and big enough that it should scare every IT and
infosec professional into immediate action. And unfortunately the
news gets worse. If malicious actors are sniffing your secrets now,
they can sniff them today and store them for the future when they
can break them. If your organization is relying solely on public key
encryption to protect secrets that still need to be secret in 3 years, 5
years, and 10 years, you need to be immediately planning changes.
There is good news though in that "post quantum" cryptographic
methods have been developed and are ready to be rolled out. But



implementing and using them will require large investments in
change. IT leaders and implementers will need to make decisions

about what and how we protect with cryptography going forward not
just "slap on post quantum" everywhere. Cryptography Day of

Reckoning explorers how quantum computing will break existing
crypto, what better decisions we need to make about applying crypto,

and how/where to implement new post-quantum crypto to keep
users, data, and infrastructure safe.
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